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Counting South Asian Americans
The demographic is one of the fastest-growing populations in America. But will South Asians be fairly represented this upcoming decennial census?
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It’s been a mandate in the United States since 1790: count every person in the country every 10 years. This means all Americans
— citizens, green card holders, visa overstayers, and the undocumented. These numbers influence power and money in America,
according to D’Vera Cohn of the Pew Research Center — everything from the allocation of federal dollars to how voting districts are
drawn to where businesses launch.
“It really is the fuel on which a lot of decisions are made,” Cohn said.
But with language barriers for recent immigrants, misunderstandings of exactly what the census is, limited U.S. Census Bureau
resources, and continued fear amid an unfavorable immigration environment, there’s a risk that the 2020 count could miss fully
counting minorities in America — especially South Asian Americans.
According to Andrew Reamer, a research professor at the George Washington Institute of Public Policy, census data guides at least $1.5
trillion in federal funding. The decennial census is even the foundation for the American Community Survey (ACS), the U.S. Census
Bureau’s annual effort to update population data. Reamer estimates census data influences where more than 300 federal programs
allocate dollars and where Medicare funding is doled out.
That $1.5 trillion figure doesn’t even include how businesses use census data for decisions like choosing where to provide services or open
new locations. Demographic data is part of why you can find kaju katli sweets and paneer in Bay Area Costcos, while green chili dip is
available at New Mexico locations.
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“The best thing for any community to do is to really see itself be accurately counted,” Reamer said.
Communities or specific groups are considered “hard to count” if prior census responses are low; young children, for example, are usually
undercounted.
“[Asian Americans] are a hard-to-count community in part because of language barriers, in part because we are newer immigrants, and
the understanding of the census is not the same as it might be in a community that is third generation, fourth generation,” said John C.
Yang, president and executive director of Asian Americans Advancing Justice. “Literally if we are not counted, we don’t count. We are
invisible,” Yang said.
South Asian Americans are especially in danger of being underrepresented in 2020 because the Census Bureau has chosen to forgo
targeting South Asians in its paid campaigns for the upcoming census. In June, House Representative Grace Meng, a Democrat who
represents a large swath of New York City’s Queens borough, teamed up with 18 other congresspeople to sign a letter urging the U.S.
Census Bureau to include South Asians in its paid targeting campaigns. “I’m shocked that the Census Bureau failed to include the South
Asian community in its outreach leading up to the 2020 Decennial Census,” Meng said in a statement in July.

A woman with a Hollerith pantograph punch, the keyboard is for the 1920 US Census population card. (Wikipedia)

“It’s extremely disappointing and disheartening,” said Lakshmi Sridaran, interim co-executive director of social justice organization
South Asian Americans Leading Together (SAALT), about the Census Bureau not spending advertising dollars on the South Asian
community.
The Census Bureau did not respond to The Juggernaut’s request for comment about their response to that letter or other outreach
efforts to the South Asian community. The agency is making some efforts to be inclusive — it’s providing language guides to help fill out
the census in almost 60 non-English languages, including many South Asian ones: Bengali, Gujarati, Hindi, Malayalam, Marathi, Nepali,
Punjabi, Sinhala, Tamil, Telugu, and Urdu.
But language guides might not be enough to combat fears among participants about how census data is used in America.
This summer, the Supreme Court killed the Trump administration’s attempt to add a citizenship question on the 2020 census. Some
saw it as temporary relief for undocumented immigrants who feared repercussions. But even the threat of the citizenship question has
created a “chilling effect” that remains among the South Asian American community, Sridaran said.
The Census Bureau is required by law to guarantee confidentiality to participants. “It is against the law for any Census Bureau employee
to disclose or publish any census or survey information that identifies an individual or business,” the agency states. The Census Bureau
cannot share your personal information with even other government entities, such as the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) or
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE). This should ameliorate the concerns of those who might be undocumented or have
overstayed the visas. Yet, misconceptions persist.
Non-profit organizations and advocacy groups have stepped up to fill this gap and to help educate community members to participate.
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“The advocacy and philanthropic community are spending a lot more money and other resources on this get-out-the-count effort than
they were in 2010,” said Pew Research Center’s Cohn.
AAJC’s “Count Us In 2020” initiative has launched a podcast, online toolkits, and census factsheets. Desis Rising Up and Moving (DRUM), a
New York City organization that advocates for low-wage South Asian and Indo-Caribbean immigrant workers and youth, has worked on
census outreach efforts with South Asians, including a public education workshop about the census and advocacy against the
citizenship question.
While South Asians generally have high English proficiency, AAJC’s Yang explained that campaigns that target and speak to a specific
community might be more effective, including information shared through community media.
“How this community receives information is not necessarily going to be through mainstream media,” Yang told The Juggernaut. “It’s
trusted messengers at your mosque, at your temples. It’s trusted messengers at your community centers, that sort of let you know that
this is important and you should participate.”
Asian Americans are the fastest growing racial or ethnic group in the United States, according to the ACS, and South Asians are among
the fastest growing, growing 5.8% per year on average from 2011 to 2017, double that of the 2.9% yearly average for the overall Asian
American demographic. South Asians make up about a quarter of all Asian Americans today. The ACS estimates that there are 5.6
million Americans who trace their roots to South Asia, which includes India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Nepal, Bhutan, and
Burma.

The 'race' question on the 2020 Census

The Census Bureau has said it “did not measure a statistically significant undercount” of Asian populations in the 2010 census. Yet the
demographics aren’t perfectly categorized. The 1920, 1930, and 1940 censuses were the first time Indian Americans were separately
counted, though it was under the title “Hindu” regardless of one’s religion. Beginning in the 1980 census, “Asian Indian” became the
category. A sample, informational 2020 census form, published online this month, shows someone can identify as “Asian Indian” but
suggests that Pakistani Americans identify as “Other Asian.”
The muddling of categorizations is something researchers at AAPI Data say jeopardize properly understanding differences that specific
Asian American and Pacific Islander communities uniquely face, including different health needs, language proficiencies, and economic
https://www.thejuggernaut.com/census-south-asians-2020?s=ck225pstc02gu0791lvpjckcn
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challenges. Others say disaggregating and categorizing each Asian group could lead to misused data.
By April 1, 2020, each American home will receive an invitation to participate in the census. For the first time, the constitutionally
required count will allow people to respond online, by mail, or on the phone.
The census, innocuous as it seems, determines the future of how South Asian Americans are represented and resourced in the country
— from helping your local grocery store determine whether to carry more basmati rice to deciding if your community needs additional
representation in Congress or Medicare funding.

Vignesh Ramachandran is a story producer at ProPublica Illinois, focused on digital production, visual storytelling, design and editorial
workflow. Before he joined ProPublica, he was a founding member of the Stanford Computational Journalism Lab and managing editor
of Bay Area local news startup Peninsula Press (in partnership with SFGate and KQED). He has also reported and written for NPR, The
Marshall Project, OZY, Knight Foundation, Stanford Engineering, Mashable, and NBC News Digital.
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